
Unlock the Potential of Swimlane
The leader in cloud-scale, low-code security automation

The Freedom of Low-Code

Automated processes and workflows

Customizable dashboards

Ultra-fast integrations for any tool

Minimal programming required

Rapid deployment options

Streamlined incident response

Why Security Orchestration, Automation, and Response (SOAR)?
As enterprises have matured their cybersecurity practices, it has introduced as much 
complexity as it has provided controls. 

The Swimlane low-code SOAR 
platform is built to unite isolated 
elements in the SOC and adapt to 
solve any automation challenge. 
Harness the power of Swimlane 
to unlock automation beyond 
the SOC and serve as the system 
of record for the entire security 
organization with robust case 
management and reporting 
capabilities.

POWERFULLY BUILT UNITES THE DISCONNECTED ADAPTS TO YOU
Solve security’s toughest challenges 
with Swimlane’s extensive 
automation engine

Connect the SOC and those outside of 
the security organization to harness 
insights with Swimlane’s low-code 
visualization studio

The Swimlane platform will scale and 
adapt to satisfy your data processing, 
resiliency, integration, and use 
case needs

This means that the average enterprise has:

	 47 cybersecurity tools deployed
	 	 10,000 alerts per day
Despite all capabilities and visibility, it still takes:

	 280 days to contain a breach
  with an average cost of  $3.56M



Use	Cases

Swimlane is the leader in cloud-scale, low-code security automation. Supporting use cases 
beyond SOAR, Swimlane improves the ease with which security teams can overcome process 
and data fatigue, as well as chronic staffing shortages. Swimlane unlocks the potential of 
automation beyond the SOC by delivering a low-code platform that serves as the system 
of record for the entire security organization and enables anyone within the organization 
to contribute their knowledge and expertise to the protection of the organization. For more 
information, visit swimlane.com, read Swimlane’s blog, or follow the company on LinkedIn and 
Twitter. 
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Founded in 2014

Headquarters: 
Louisville, Colorado
Operations in North America, EMEA, 
APAC, & Latin America

Trusted by:
Customers include Toshiba, Lumen, 
Softcat 

World’s	largest independent SOAR
#1	recommended SOAR on Gartner 
Peer Insights
Gold	Medal	&	Leader in SOAR 
Data Quadrant

“Swimlane has become an essential core component of our SOC. It’s 
part and parcel of our SOC operations today, and I would say that it’s 
almost impossible to do without Swimlane.”
– Wai Kit Cheah, Director of Security Practice at Lumen Technologies

“With Swimlane, we didn’t have to try and fit our outcome into a 
preconceived box that had already been developed. Swimlane allowed 
us to build something that worked for us and how we operate” 
– Matt Helling, Head of Cyber Security at Softcat

Swimlane	Quick	Facts
What our Customers Say

PHISHING SIEM TRIAGE

DIGITAL FORENSICS & 
INCIDENT RESPONSE

INSIDER THREATSEDR ALERT TRIAGE

THREAT HUNTING
reduce mean time to 
resolution (MTTR)

automate up to 80-90% 
of incident 

response processes

speed up investigation 
and response times 

prevent data lossstop breaches earlier 
in the attack cycle

increase staff capacity


